
Seizing the initiative

Brand building during a recession

I
t is only when the going gets tough that the tough apparently get going. With the global

economic crisis showing few signs of relenting, things do not come much more testing

than they are right now. Few organizations remain untouched by the severity of this

current downturn.

Such situations demand toughness by the bucket load. And bravery. And sound judgment.

But many companies instead assume that defensive measures are the order of the day. That

invariably means belts are tightened and budgets cut to the bone.

Threat or opportunity?

Take, for instance, marketing. The norm here is to set the budget as a percentage of

projected future income. When less revenue is expected, the figure drops accordingly.

However, slashing the amount allocated to brand building will not suddenly make the

product inferior. Neither will the decision harm imminent sales. Such a response is therefore

understandable. It can seem even more logical when competitors reduce the frequency of

their advertisements. That opens the door for the company to do likewise and save money

while still preserving its share of exposure. High-fives all round, then?

Not quite. There is no doubt that current issues need addressing. But what about the future?

How can this philosophy help any organization compete against rivals that refuse to allow

sticky periods to derail longer-term ambitions for their brand?

Many such rivals exist. To these companies, recession is not a threat but an opportunity to:

B strengthen the brand to thwart the challenge of budget-label alternatives;

B promote dynamic new products; or

B up the ante against struggling competitors.

One way is for marketers to take the plunge and snap up available advertising slots on the

cheap. If there is any justice, such initiative will be rewarded by increased consumer

attention and extra sales when the economic tide turns. That is, of course, assuming that the

advertising is effective and product quality something to shout about.

Why it is best to invest

Business annals do show that it can be a smart move to invest in a brand during

recessionary times. Indeed, some of the most successful brand-building campaigns took

their first breath against a background of economic uncertainty. BMW’s ‘‘The Ultimate

Driving Machine’’ created amidst the mid-1970s turmoil is one such example. That the

slogan has persisted ever since is testimony to the logic of going where others fear to tread.
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The decision to keep on investing when times are tough can be motivated by different aims.

In certain cases, companies are simply protecting their position in the market. Take

Kelloggs. The breakfast cereal giant upped the advertising budget and has marketed itself

as a premium brand since 2000. As a result, it has fended off competition from budget rivals,

increased sales and profits and, unlike rivals, is able to pass on higher ingredient costs to the

consumer. It is little wonder Kelloggs is the envy of many other food manufacturers.

Kimberley-Clark likewise buys into the ‘‘speculate to accumulate’’ ethos. In its case, the

strategy involves offering variations of its most popular products and investing heavily in

television and online advertisements aimed at building more personal connections with the

consumer. The company mirrors Kelloggs by remaining fervent in its belief that a focus on

brand building also prevents its products becoming more like commodities.

Certain companies believe the hard work is over once they reach the top. Many have paid a

hefty price for such assumptions. Louis Vuitton is not one of them. The French producer of

luxury leather fashions has no such plans to take its foot off the gas, in fact quite the

opposite. Longer-term objectives continue to drive the marketing focus and the company

remains committed to increasing its investment into the brand.

It has already signaled its intentions by pouring money into magazine advertisements and

commercials aired online, on television networks and in movie theaters around the world.

Clearly, no stone has been left unturned in the quest to keep the avant-garde brand at the

forefront of consumer aspirations. A rise in global income of 14 percent during the first half of

2008 suggests that this commitment has paid off handsomely.

But it is not only industry leaders that can expect reward for their bravery. Those lower down

the pecking order also can get in on the act. Just like Volkswagen seems poised to do in the

USA with its new Routan minivan. Undeterred by falling sales across the Atlantic, the

German automaker took the decision to invest substantially in what it perceives as a huge

growth opportunity. Fixing the price of the Routan lower and running commercials featuring

Hollywood star Brooke Shields adds up to a budget larger than for any other VWmodel in the

USA. Could well pay off too. Domestic rivals are wrapped up in fuel efficiency and have

become indifferent towards the minivan sector.

Testing economic times are tailor made for organizations eager to remind people that their

brand represents excellent value. Wal-Mart is a prime illustration of a company increasing its

budget in order to go on the offensive. In this case, to further promote itself as champion of

the low and middle class consumer.

The value of value

There is no doubting the fact that the importance of value increases significantly during a

recession. When trading conditions worsen, people naturally deliberate more about their

purchases. Emotional attachment to a brand weakens, as consumers seeking greater value

feel more inclined to shop around.

Evidence shows that brands able to remain on top during recessionary periods invariably

place a strong focus on value. But some marketers simply believe that dropping the price is

all that is required. Does it have the desired outcome? Rarely. In fact, both margins and

brand equity can take a hit when the response is so limited.

So what can be done to satisfy this increased consumer demand for value? Essentially

brands striving to stand out from the ever-increasing number of competitors must strive to

signal value through leadership, vision and performance. Trust, credibility and quality are

‘‘ But many companies instead assume that defensive measures
are the order of the day. ’’
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also vital characteristics and during difficult times consumers may perceive that brands are

not delivering in these respects.

Consequently, brands able to demonstrate these characteristics are ideally placed to secure

customer loyalty. They can achieve this through:

B Offering the best value proposition. Luxury brands BMW and Mercedes achieved this

during a previous recession through an innovative move to fix maintenance costs that

helped limit the overall cost of ownership. Consumers were persuaded to look beyond the

initial purchase price and consider the value of the total package.

B Lowering costs while increasing benefits. Shrewd marketers recognize when scope

exists to modify a product and sustain or even enhance its value. At Poland Spring Water,

changing the packaging helped to simultaneously trim costs and widen the brand’s

environmental appeal.

B Providing the consumer with unique trade-off options. An example of this is Dell

Computer’s direct-to-consumer sales model. In bypassing the retail chain, the

organization is able to offer cost-effectiveness and customization as part of the same

package.

B Offering value while connecting with core customer ideals. Trend setter Target has

succeeded by providing quality at an affordable price to satisfy customer appetite for

elegance and style that is a legacy of the prosperous 1990s.

B Expanding the brand’s customer base. Falling domestic sales provided the impetus for

General Motors to adopt this approach with its Buick Range. The US automaker made the

decision to export units to China to recoup fixed production costs. Consumers associated

the American brand as classy and affordable and the move proved a huge success. GM

increased its investment and in 2006 China became the Buick’s largest market.

It is good to talk

As ever, effective communication also has a key role to play in the battle to keep the

customer on board or attract new ones. Top performers within many leading organizations

appreciate the need to:

B Maintain regular contact to keep the customer alert to new developments.

B Inform the customer – when raising prices, for instance, it helps to explain the economic

factors that make the move necessary.

B Preach the gospel. At Google, this involves inviting executives to company headquarters

and spending the day giving them an inside view of what online advertising is all about;

B Quantify the value by spelling out the cost benefits in what you have to offer. American

Express, for instance, emphasizes the support it is able to offer IT departments.

B Prepare for meetings in advance to discover the expectations of those who are attending.

B Network – one way of building up useful contacts is to become a voluntary member of

different boards.

Shrewd operators likewise remain alert to developments elsewhere. Knowledge of exactly

when contracts are up for grabs can allow the company to begin preparations well in

advance and stake a sound claim when the time is right. But the chances of impressing

current or prospective clients may well depend on what image is projected to them. It is

‘‘ How can this philosophy help any organization compete
against rivals that refuse to allow sticky periods to derail
longer-term ambitions for their brand? ’’
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important to convey the right attitude, as, even in difficult times, clients want to deal with

organizations they perceive as successful.

Comment

The review is based on: ‘‘Brand strategies for an economic downturn’’ by Julie Bazinet,

Steve Saxty and Belle Frank, ‘‘Best global brands’’ by Burt Helm and ‘‘How to sell in a lousy

economy’’ by Jin Lynn Yang. In their interesting article, Bazinet et al. argue that economic

downturn often signals the decline of consumer belief in the trust, credibility and value of a

specific brand. Consumers feel less emotionally attached to the brand and diminishing

loyalty gives way to openness to a variety of brands. The authors claim that brands must

reframe value through leadership, vision and performance and detail several successful

methods used by leading brands to achieve this goal. Helm reveals that many brands

respond to recession by slashing the budget allocated to marketing. He argues that this

philosophy is shortsighted and points out that it permits those willing to sustain or even

increase allocation levels to become more competitive. The author also reveals important

details on how several companies have benefited from adopting a more offensive approach

and reveals the various motivations behind their decision. In the shorter final piece, Yang

profiles top performers within several leading organizations. Each individual provides

valuable insight into their sales strategies and reveals useful ideas on how to survive during

an economic crisis.
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‘‘ Testing economic times are tailor made for organizations
eager to remind people that their brand represents excellent
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